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BEING AND BECOMING A TEACHER



P. L. Thomas



A Call to Action



T



University educator P. L. Thomas recalls the significant figures in his professional life and, drawing from their example, exhorts us to “command the daily events of our own careers.” He outlines specific actions that he believes English language arts teachers must take.



hree events seem pivotal in my life as an English teacher. They have led me to the point where I can talk to all of us in this field—those about to become, those becoming, and those ending careers as teachers of English—and make this call to action. 1976. Mr. Harrill was my high school English teacher, though I had first met him over the summer as my drivers education instructor. I spent all of my free time at school in his classroom—an intellectual, emotional, and personal refuge for young people just becoming themselves. After I had read two Arthur C. Clarke novels, Mr. Harrill suggested I move on to Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Wolfe, and Lawrence. My life changed. We students were encouraged—not just allowed—to discuss and debate literature and the “Big Issues” of the day in Mr. Harrill’s class, and he happily refereed. We knew that he valued us as people; we knew that he loved us. And our lives changed. One day at break during my sophomore year, Mr. Harrill said to me, “You should think about teaching.” I laughed. 1985. I had just finished my first year as an English teacher. Ironically, I filled Mr. Harrill’s position at my high school alma mater in the same room where I had laughed at Mr. Harrill’s suggestion that I become a teacher. Early in the summer after that first year, I received an offer to teach Advanced Placement Literature and Composition at a school some forty miles away. When I called my principal to discuss the possible move, I explained that my first year had been difficult. I had taught five preparations— four English courses (all different levels with texts in literature, grammar, and vocabulary, for a total of twelve textbooks) with about thirty or more students



in each class, and journalism, where I was responsible for the school paper and literary magazine. My principal’s reply was, “Paul, English is English.” Luckily, I also talked with Mr. Harrill. He cautioned me to think about the students and the future—not just myself and the present. He knew that my passion often came off as arrogance and that I was eager to a fault. I remained at that school for eighteen years. 1997. Mr. Harrill had been Dr. Harrill for several years when he steered me into the same doctoral program he had completed. One Saturday morning in Curriculum Classics (where we were exploring the great people of educational ideas and I was missing my daughter’s soccer match), I was introduced to Lou LaBrant, a woman who had died five years previously but whose words, spoken by a student in the class, inspired me to teach differently. I had been studying the work of William Van Til and considering him as a possible focus of my doctoral dissertation. Then I heard about Lou LaBrant, who as a fifth grader had laughed to herself about an English teacher’s example of proper grammar. In LaBrant’s memoirs, she recalled a teacher reading a Bible passage where Jesus spoke, “It is I.” Without missing a beat, the teacher pointed out to the class that the Lord knew His grammar (qtd. in Thomas 11). LaBrant felt inspired to take a different path (one not based on a misunderstanding of language and its systems) to teaching people the language, and from 1906 until 1971 she taught with a passion I hope to emulate throughout my career.



Our Call to Action My teaching life has been a varied thing; I have taught many content areas and students from middle school English Journal
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through graduate education. Parallel to that I have built a life as a writer (I still write poetry and fiction— and wrestle with publishing— Teachers in general, and along with my professional English teachers writing) and as a scholar. But specifically, have yet to be one word still haunts me— paralysis. Why? Teachers in genempowered to command eral, and English teachers the daily events of our specifically, have yet to be emown careers. powered to command the daily events of our own careers. Most of us today sit under the stone tablets of state standards and federal initiatives such as No Child Left Behind (NCLB). There is only one remedy to paralysis and that is action; thus, let’s look at the actions we must take as teachers of English language arts in these first years of the twenty-first century. > Discover the history of our field—the people and the events. I have had wonderful teachers throughout my life. Several professors in college, after Lynn Harrill led me to reading and writing, helped shape me as the writer I would become. But nothing can ever surpass what I gained by exploring Lou LaBrant’s life, leading to my understanding of a history of teaching English. Her life intertwined with the growth of NCTE and wove through the many debates of how to teach reading and writing. The richness of her life gives my teaching and educational advocacy a context, a foundation for speaking for students and teachers, to students and teachers. LaBrant personified the progressive educator inspired by Dewey’s experimentalism. She also practiced a dedication to student-centered reading and writing instruction based on choice, authenticity, and research—still touchstones for our field (see English Journal, January 2000). Each of us in English language arts must know and preserve where we have been as we take charge of where we are going. > Become political. In graduate school, I came to know the works of educators who have spoken for decades about empowerment and the central place language plays. Yet, many teachers are muted as professionals and, without our own empowerment, we as teachers are unable to pass along empowerment to our students. Political means raising our collective voices until we reclaim our profession for ourselves and our students. From NCLB at the federal level to state and local standards and high-stakes testing, 68
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politicians, the public, and pundits have far more power than educational practitioners. Medical doctors and lawyers set their criteria for their fields, and they police themselves; educators are dictated to from outside the field and monitored from without as well. This must change, but it will change only if English teachers use their power of voice to speak up. Politicians, the public, and pundits should be listening to us, not us to them. > Study the field of literacy. I have learned that being a scholar—an act of the mind—is the first step toward being active in our field. Reading and considering the discoveries in brain research in connection with the learning of reading and writing—this is one integral part of my life as a teacher, the teacher as scholar. The evolving field of literacy scholarship must feed the work of practitioners in the English language arts classrooms. Further, we must become a part of that research cycle. > Model ourselves as writers and readers. In art or band class, or even on the soccer field or at the baseball diamond, the people who lead those endeavors are participating in their fields. Art teachers speak as artists, band teachers speak as musicians, and coaches speak as athletes when they are most effective. But too many in our field are The evolving field of not writers or readers; we are not fully engaged in literacy scholarship must the field, and our feed the work of students suffer. My work practitioners in the in the Spartanburg Writing Project, an English language arts affiliate of the National classrooms. Further, we Writing Project, has must become a part of confirmed one solid that research cycle. truism for literacy instruction: When teachers become authentically engaged as readers and writers themselves, their students directly benefit. Yes, we teach English, but that includes that we write and that we read as engaged and enthusiastic models. > Reject numbers and embrace humans. Lou LaBrant, in 1964, believed that teaching English is probably “the most intimate of all teaching” (qtd. in Thomas 123). When we foster language development we are fostering one of the most central aspects of being human. Today—and throughout the history of education in America—we cannot see the
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students for the numbers. That is startlingly true in this current standards and testing frenzy. We have state testing, of which ELA is a major component, we have the perennial SAT (with its nebulous “verbal” section) and the related issues of college entrance and scholarships, and we have growing federal mandates of what counts as research and as reading and writing instruction. In many ways this is nothing new, but consistent throughout is that child, that young human, who will have life enhanced by allowing reading and writing to blossom daily in the guiding presence of a teacher who loves both language and the student. > Join a community of teachers and learners. Professional communities are at the heart of self-directing professions, such as medicine and law. That community of intellectuals is far more common in higher education than in public education. While I am not concerned here with the need for educators to unite in functional ways (such as organizations dealing with work conditions, pay, and so forth), I am calling for English language arts teachers to become members of existing communities of literacy scholars— such as NCTE, IRA, and NWP—and to join or create local organizations targeted at making public the voice of practitioners. As teachers and English teachers, we have a long history of griping in the teachers lounge, and that has gotten us nowhere. We need to speak as professionals—among ourselves and to the larger community. > Embrace reflection and skepticism. Teaching humans is a complex endeavor; teaching humans artificial systems, such as reading and writing, is nearly impossible. Let’s listen to LaBrant on this: No one can teach English with completeness. It requires more knowledge, wisdom, and sympathy than any one man or woman can possess. It requires more reading, more writing, more study than the hours of the day allow. It results, as does all teaching, in defeats, in regrets, and in disappointments. . . . It deals with the intimate matters of the mind,



and so terrifies the thoughtful and sensitive teacher. (qtd. in Thomas 89)



Implicit in the words of LaBrant are the structures that make our jobs doable—reflection and skepticism. We must, as Emerson suggests, teach resolutely each day as if we have all the answers, fully aware that we may change our minds tomorrow based on new evidence. Humans and languages are evolving and organic things; so must our teaching be, since each student we teach is unique. While best practice should always guide us, each moment brings a different mix of needs and situations that force us to reflect and question.



One Voice, Many Speakers I sit in my office here at the university; it was originally going to be Dr. Lynn Harrill’s office, but he could not fight the call back to public education. Whenever we talk, we talk about children, students. I taught both of Lynn’s daughters—wonderful and bright and loving like their father and mother. He is an administrator and I am a college professor, but we are both English teachers now and forever—as Lou LaBrant was throughout her adult life, from 1906 until 1991. It is who we are. We can think of nothing higher to be on this planet because it is, in her words, “the most intimate of all teaching” (qtd. in Thomas 123). Each act I do as a person, as a teacher, as a writer is with Lynn Harrill and Lou LaBrant in mind. Everything I have learned about being an English teacher reminds me that each child, each student, is the reason we teach English. I write this not to complain, not to lament, but to call all of us to action. And I make this call in the names of Lynn Harrill and Lou LaBrant—the educator’s educators, who know and knew that this job we do is the most personal of endeavors because language is the essence of us as humans, and it is the only road to human dignity and individual voice. Work Cited



Thomas, Paul. Lou LaBrant—A Woman’s Life, a Teacher’s Life. Huntington: Nova Science, 2001.



P. L. Thomas, assistant professor of education at Furman University, taught high school English for eighteen years. He is currently writing a book for Lang USA on the political misuse of numbers in our schools. email: [email protected].
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